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Recently, there has been an increasing interest in

applying traditional point-to-point multiple-input

multiple-output (MIMO) techniques to multihop

wireless relaying networks to support higher end-to-

end (e2e) data rates and to provide a better user experi-

ence [1]–[5]. By the concept of virtual antenna array (VAA),

spatially separated relaying nodes can utilize the capacity

improvements offered by MIMO transmission techniques.

For example, the application of distributed space-time

codes was proven in [5] to significantly improve the data

rate in multihop networks. Figure 1 depicts a distributed

MIMO multihop network, where one source communicates

with one destination via a number of relaying VAAs in multi-

ple hops. Spatially adjacent nodes in a VAA receive data

from the previous VAA and relay the message to the

consecutive VAA until the destination is reached.

The general concept of distributed MIMO multihop

communication systems has been analyzed in [4] and [5],Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/MVT.2009.933472
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where explicit resource allocation strategies were intro-

duced to maximize the e2e data throughput over ergodic

fading channels under the assumption of fixed total trans-

mit power. For the same power constraint, an allocation

strategy for minimizing the error rate is given in [6]. How-

ever, as the majority of today’s wireless communications

happen over slow-fading channels, i.e., nonergodic in the

capacity sense, the consideration of the e2e outage proba-

bility is of higher practical relevance. In addition, ap-

proaches for minimizing the transmit power are desired.

The task of minimizing the total power while meeting a

given e2e outage probability constraint has been analyzed

in [7]–[9], and a near-optimum closed-form solution has

been derived in [9].

As discussed in [2], the drawback of fixed decode-and-

forward transmission is that it requires full decoding at all

relays. Thus, a multihop connection is considered to be in

outage if any relay cannot decode the message correctly.

The e2e performance is then determined by the worst

relay link in the network. A similar assumption has also

been made in [7]–[9] in terms of e2e outage probability

and in [4] in terms of ergodic capacity. This strong

assumption degrades the e2e performance drastically.

Thus, a simple adaptive decode-and-forward scheme for

distributed MIMO multihop networks that avoids this

drawback will be considered here.

The aim of this article is to present the adaptive trans-

mission scheme and propose resource allocation strat-

egies for meeting the e2e outage probability constraint

over slow-fading channels. This is achieved by optimally

assigning resources in terms of fractional time and trans-

mission power to the hops on the basis of network geome-

try, i.e., the number of nodes per VAA and the distances of

the hops. To this end, the e2e outage probability is

derived. Based on this result, the power allocation prob-

lem and the joint power and time allocation (JPTA) prob-

lem are formulated. As shown in [10]–[13], the occurring

optimization problems are convex and can therefore be

solved by common optimization tools.

Adaptive Transmission System

Transmission Strategy

We consider a K -hop network with tk transmit nodes and

rk receive nodes at hop k, i.e., tkþ1 ¼ rk. Several relays are

grouped to a VAA at each hop to apply a distributed

space-time code. The data is then transmitted from the

source to the destination by K � 1 VAAs. It is assumed that

no interference between the hops occur. Thus, the band-

width or time has to be divided into nonoverlapping parts

for each hop such that, at any time, they are occupied by

only one hop, i.e., frequency division multiple access

(FDMA) or time division multiple access (TDMA), respec-

tively. Without loss of generality, the TDMA-based adapt-

ive scheme will be considered here for explanation.

At the first time fraction a1, the source transmits data

to the relays of the first VAA. The r1 nodes of the first VAA

decode the received signals separately to avoid

enormous information exchanges, i.e., separate decoding

is performed, which decomposes this hop to several sin-

gle-input single-output (SISO) links (or multiple-input sin-

gle-output (MISO) links at the next hops, as depicted in

Figure 2). The sk relays that have successfully decoded

the message (or being not in outage) are denoted as

active nodes and the others that failed to decode the mes-

sage (or being in outage) are denoted as inactive nodes,

respectively. The inactive nodes will stop transmission at

the next time fraction. The sk active nodes will adapt to

transmit the decoded message cooperatively according

to a space-time code with respect to sk antennas. To this

end, each node transmits a spatial fraction of the space-

time code word. If all relays within one VAA fail to decode

the message, the e2e connection is considered to be in

outage, denoted by the probability Pe2e. Otherwise, the sk

active nodes send the data to the next VAA at the time

fraction ak. This adaptive transmission continues at each

VAA until the message reaches the destination.
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FIGURE 1 Topology of adaptive distributed MIMO multihop

relay network.

SPATIALLY SEPARATED RELAYING NODES
CAN UTILIZE THE CAPACITY IMPROVEMENTS
OFFERED BY MIMO TRANSMISSION
TECHNIQUES BY THE CONCEPT OF VIRTUAL
ANTENNA ARRAY.
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FIGURE 2 Hop k of the adaptive distributed MIMO multihop

network with sk active nodes.
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System Model

It is assumed that each relay transmits signals with the

same data rate R. However, VAA k occupies the physical

channel only for an individual time fraction ak, of which the

sum equals one. All the hops use the total bandwidth W

that is available to the network. We define Sk as the space-

time encoded signal from the sk active nodes at hop k. The

received signal yk, j at node j of VAA k corresponds to

yk, j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pk

tk de
k

s
hk, jSk þ nk, j , (1)

where nk;j is the Gaussian noise vector with power spec-

tral density N0. Each active node of the VAA transmits

data with power Pk=tk equally. This permits simple

power control and hardware implementation at each

relay, which is especially important for relaying nodes

with minimal processing functionality. Consequently, if

some nodes in hop k are inactive (i.e., sk � tk), the actual

total transmit power of this hop is less than Pk. The chan-

nel from the sk active nodes to the jth receive node within

the kth hop is denoted as hk, j , whose elements obey the

same uncorrelated Rayleigh fading statistics with unit

variance. It is assumed that the relaying nodes belonging

to the same VAA are spatially sufficiently close as to jus-

tify a common path loss between the two VAAs, which is

known as symmetric network. The path loss is given by

d�e
k , where dk is the distance between two nodes and e is

the path loss exponent within the range of 2–5 for most

wireless channels.

To meet a given quality-of-service (QoS) requirement,

the transmit power Pk and the time fraction ak per hop

need to be optimized. In the next section, the e2e outage

probability Pe2e is introduced as the QoS parameter.

Based on this result, the optimization problem is subse-

quently presented.

e2e Outage Probability

Before formulating the outage probability Pout,k of hop k,

we first consider the outage probability pout,k, j(sk) of a

MISO system with sk active nodes at hop k, as described in

(1) and shown in Figure 2. The instantaneous achievable

rate of the link is given by

Ck, j(sk) ¼ akW log2 1þ Pk

akWtkde
kN0

hk, j

�� ��2

� �
: (2)

The outage probability pout,k, j(sk) can be expressed

as the probability that the channel cannot support an

error-free transmission at data rate R, i.e.,

pout, k, j(sk) ¼ Pr R4Ck, j(sk)
� �

,

¼ Pr hk, j

�� ��2
5 2R=(akW ) � 1
� � akWtkde

kN0

Pk

	 

,

¼ Pr hk, j

�� ��2
5xk

n o
¼ c(sk, xk)

C(sk)
: (3)

To simplify the notation, the variable xk being propor-

tional to the inverse signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) is used in

(3). The squared energy of the channel, i.e., jjhk, jjj2, is a

random variable and obeys a Gamma distribution [14].

Therefore, its cumulative distribution function (CDF) is

given by an incomplete Gamma function normalized by

the Gamma function, as indicated in the last line of (3).

Clearly, the outage probability pout,k, j(sk) depends on the

number of active nodes sk at hop k, whereas the probabil-

ity of sk active nodes is determined by the outage probabil-

ity of the nodes at the previous hop.

The outage probability of the receiving node j at hop k

is denoted by Pout,k, j . Under the assumption of symmetric

networks, the outage probabilities of the nodes within one

VAA are equal, i.e., Pout,k, 1 ¼ Pout,k, 2 ¼ ::: ¼ Pout,k, rk
. The

number of active nodes sk at hop k is a random number,

which depends on the outage probabilities in the previous

hop k � 1. As these probabilities Pout,k�1, j are equal, the

number of active nodes sk follows the binomial distribu-

tion B with parameters tk and Pout,k�1, j . The probability of

sk nodes being active at hop k is expressed by the proba-

bility mass function as [14]

Pr skf g ¼
tk
sk

� �
(1� Pout,k�1, j)

sk Ptk�sk

out,k�1, j
: (4)

As the outage probability of a MISO system with sk

active nodes is described by Pr{sk} � pout,k, j(sk), the outage

probability Pout,k, j equals the sum of the outage probabil-

ities over all possible sk

Pout,k, j ¼
Xtk

sk¼1

Pr skf g � pout,k, j(sk): (5)

If all receive nodes of a hop cannot decode the mes-

sage, the corresponding hop is in outage. Thus, the outage

probability of hop k is given by

Pout,k ¼
Yrk

j¼1

Pout,k, j ¼ Prk

out,k, j : (6)

Consequently, the e2e connection is in outage if any hop

is broken, and the e2e outage probability corresponds to

Pe2e ¼ 1�
YK
k¼1

(1� Pout,k) ¼ 1�
YK
k¼1

(1� Prk

out,k, j): (7)

‘‘AN ADAPTIVE MULTIHOP CONNECTION IS IN
OUTAGE IF NO RELAY OF ONE HOP CAN
DECODE THE MESSAGE CORRECTLY.’’
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In the following investigation, we use the e2e outage

probability Pe2e as the measurement for the required QoS.

For convenience, the different occurring probabilities are

summarized in Table 1.

Optimum Joint Power and Time Allocation

The joint power and time allocation task for the adaptive

relaying scheme is formulated in order to minimize the

total power consumption meanwhile supporting a given

e2e outage probability requirement e as follows

minimize Ptotal ¼
XK

k¼1

Pk(1� Pout,k�1, j)

subject to Pe2e � e and
XK

k¼1

ak ¼ 1 (8)

The solution for the joint power and time allocation prob-

lem is referred to as JPTA. The calculation of Ptotal consid-

ers the inactive nodes stopping the transmission to save

power. The problem of joint power and time allocation

can be shown to be convex for low outage probability

requirements by proving the Hessian matrix of Pe2e to be

positive semi-definite. Thus, the optimal solution for the

power allocation P�k and the time allocation a�k for the opti-

mization problem can be obtained by standard optimiza-

tion tools [15].

Based on an approximation for the capacity term (2)

and some further estimations for the e2e outage probability

Pe2e and the total powerPtotal a closed-form solution for the

joint power and time allocation was derived in [13] using

the Lagrangian of the approximated optimization problem.

The evaluation of the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions then

leads to a low-complexity, but sub-optimal solution.

Optimum Power Allocation with

Equal Time Assignment

In 12 the authors derived the optimum allocation problem

for adaptive distributed MIMO multi-hop systems with

only power allocation. Thus, the fraction of the total trans-

mission time was equally assigned to each hop, i.e.,

ak ¼ 1=K and consequently (8) simplifies to

minimize Ptotal ¼
XK

k¼1

Pk(1� Pout,k�1, j)

subject to Pe2e � e: (9)

The solution for the power allocation with equal time

assignment problem is referred to as PA, and can again be

calculated by standard optimization tools [13]. Further-

more, a closed-form near-optimum solution for (9) has

been derived in [12] as well. As the power allocation prob-

lem has to be optimized only with respect to one variable,

this closed-form solution requires less harmful approxi-

mations leading to a more robust solution than the closed

form solution for JPTA.

Implementation Aspects

The described resource allocation schemes require the

solution of the optimization task at a central position

and the distribution of the time fractions and power allo-

cations to the different nodes. However, as a pure statisti-

cal approach is chosen, no instantaneous knowledge as

current channel realizations are necessary. Only if the

geometry changes, i.e., the number of nodes per VAA or

the hop distances, the resource allocation solution has to

be adapted. However, for decreasing the computational

complexity, the near-optimum closed-form solutions pre-

sented in [10]–[13] can be used.

Performance Evaluation

In the sequel, the performance of several resource allocation

schemes are evaluated for two different multihop networks

with K ¼ 3 hops. It is assumed that the e2e communication

over W ¼ 5 MHz should meet an e2e outage probability con-

straint of e¼ 1%, with the path loss exponent e¼ 3 and noise

power spectral density N0 ¼ �174 dBm/Hz. For comparison,

the performance results are shown for a direct transmission

from source to destination without the help of additional

relays, nonadaptive transmission [9] with optimized power

allocation, and adaptive transmissions with optimized

resource allocations. Note that the solutions for resource

allocations are always derived by means of standard optimi-

zation methods, although efficient and near-optimal closed-

form solutions have been derived, e.g., [7]–[13].

System Configuration A

In this section, the multihop system shown in Figure 3 with

three nodes per VAA and an equal distance between the

nodes of d ¼ 1 km is investigated.

THE sK RELAYS THAT HAVE SUCCESSFULLY
DECODED THE MESSAGE ARE DENOTED AS
ACTIVE NODES AND THE OTHERS THAT FAILED
TO DECODE THE MESSAGE ARE DENOTED AS
INACTIVE NODES, RESPECTIVELY.

TABLE 1 Overview of probabilities occurring in the
calculation of the e2e outage probability Pe2e.

Variable Explanation

pout,k ,j (sk ) Probability that receive node j of hop k is in
outage if sk transmit nodes are active

Pr{sk } Probability of sk active transmit nodes at hop k
pout,k ,j Probability that receive node j of hop k is in

outage, considering all possible combinations
of active transmit nodes

Pout,k Probability that hop k is in outage, i.e., no receive
node of hop k was able to decode correctly

Pe2e Probability that e2e connection is in outage
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In Figure 4, the total power Ptotal versus the data rate R

is shown for the different transmission and allocation

schemes. In comparison to direct transmission from

source to destination, the multihop systems achieve the

same rate R with significant power reductions. For exam-

ple, the nonadaptive multihop system results in a saving of

approximately 18 dB. Further improvements are achieved

by the adaptive transmission approaches, where only

relays being not in outage participate at the transmission.

It can be observed that the proposed adaptive transmis-

sion scheme with optimum resource allocation JPTA

achieves a gain of approximately 12 dB in comparison to

the nonadaptive scheme, where the e2e connection is in

outage if any node in the network is in outage [9]. Inter-

estingly, the adaptive transmission scheme with pure

power optimization power allocation results in almost

the same total transmit power.

Figure 5 depicts the power Pk assigned to the hops for

the three multihop approaches under investigation. For

the nonadaptive scheme, the first hop uses the most

power, which is due to the lack of diversity degrees at this

hop. Each relay of the VAA receives the signal only over

one path, whereas transmit diversity can be exploited in

THE ADAPTIVE TRANSMISSION LEADS TO A
MORE BALANCED DISPERSION OF THE POWER
AND REQUIRES LESS POWER PER HOP IN
COMPARISON TO NONADAPTIVE
TRANSMISSION.

System Configuration A 
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d1 = 1 km d2 = 1 km d3 = 1 km 

32

1

FIGURE 3 System configuration A with three nodes at both VAAs

and equal distance of 1 km between hops.
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FIGURE 5 Power Pk per hop for (a) nonadaptive transmission and

adaptive transmission with (b) power allocation, and (c) JPTA for

system configuration A.
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per hop for JPTA for system configuration A.
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FIGURE 4 Total transmit power Ptotal (in dBm) for direct transmis-

sion, nonadaptive transmission with power allocation, and adapt-

ive transmission with power allocation, and JPTA for system

configuration A.
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the second and the third hop. In contrast, the adaptive

schemes consume most energy in the last hop. The reason

for this is that there is only one node at the destination

which has to decode the data correctly, otherwise an out-

age event occurs. Similarly, at the source, there are no

nodes to transmit the data cooperatively with high diver-

sity degrees. Thus, the source consumes the second most

power. Because of the adaptive scheme and space-time

coding at the second hop, this hop uses the least power.

Comparing the adaptive schemes, the equivalence of

power allocation and JPTA becomes obvious. Both con-

sume approximately the same power per hop to meet the

e2e outage requirement Pe2e. In general, the adaptive

transmission leads to a more balanced dispersion of the

power and requires less power per hop in comparison to

nonadaptive transmission.

To justify the equivalence of power allocation and JPTA

for this system configuration, the behavior of the optimum

time fraction a�k per hop determined by JPTA is depicted in

Figure 6(a). For this system configuration, almost equal

time is spent for each hop, which corresponds to the

assumed time allocation ak ¼ 1=3 for power allocation.

Consequently, both allocation approaches result in roughly

the same total transmit power. In Figure 6(b), the fraction

of total power assigned to the hops, i.e., nk ¼ P�k=P�total, is

illustrated. The discussed property that the last hop

requires the most power to ensure correct detection at the

receiver is clarified. In addition, by comparing both sub-

plots, a similar behavior for a�k and nk can be observed.

System Configuration B

For the second considered scenario, it is assumed that the

first and second VAA contain two and five nodes, respec-

tively. The system is depicted in Figure 7, where it is

assumed that the distance between the VAAs are d1 ¼
3 km and d2 ¼ d3 ¼ 1 km. Obviously, the link between the

source and the first VAA is the weakest and will corre-

spondingly require most of the resources.

The total transmit power for the different allocation

schemes is shown in Figure 8. The adaptive transmission

scheme with pure power optimization power allocation

results already in strong power reductions compared

with nonadaptive transmission. However, the loss of

approximately 2 dB with respect to JPTA affirms the

necessity to allocate both resources power and time

jointly in this scenario.

The corresponding assignment of transmit power to

the different hops is illustrated in Figure 9. Because of the

large distance between the source and the first VAA,

the adaptive schemes allocate most of the power to the

source currently.

Finally, Figure 10 shows the fraction of time and the rel-

ative power per hop for this system configuration. The fig-

ure clarifies that most resources (time and power) are

assigned to the weakest link. Specifically, the time per hop

is no longer equal but differs significantly for the optimum

solution JPTA. Correspondingly, the solution power allo-

cation (with a1 ¼ a2 ¼ a3 ¼ 1=3) leads to an increased

total transmit power as observed in Figure 8. Thus, for

multihop systems with strongly differing links, the joint

allocation of power and time should be considered.

Summary

In this article, an adaptive distributed MIMO multihop net-

work was presented, and the e2e outage probability was

A JOINT OPTIMIZATION OF POWER AND TIME
(OR BANDWIDTH) IS FAVORABLE FOR SYSTEMS
WITH NONEQUAL LINK STRENGTH.
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FIGURE 7 System configuration B with two nodes at the first and

five nodes at the second VAA and distances of d1 ¼ 3 km,

d2 ¼ d3 ¼ 1 km between the hops.
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FIGURE 8 Total transmit power Ptotal (in dBm) for direct transmis-

sion, nonadaptive transmission with power allocation and adapt-

ive transmission with power allocation, and JPTA for system

configuration B.
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derived as the QoS parameter. The task of assigning the

physical resources transmit power and the time to reduce

the total transmit power while meeting a given QoS con-

straint was introduced and solved by means of common

convex optimization tools. As shown by numerical investi-

gations, the adaptive multihop scheme outperforms the

direct transmission and the nonadaptive multihop scheme

significantly. Furthermore, a joint optimization of power

and time (or bandwidth) is favorable for systems with non-

equal link strength.
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per hop for JPTA for system configuration B.

THE ADAPTIVE MULTIHOP SCHEME
OUTPERFORMS THE DIRECT TRANSMISSION
AND THE NONADAPTIVE MULTIHOP SCHEME
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system configuration B.
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